Abstract

Module systems like that of Haskell permit only a weak form of modularity in which module implementations depend directly on other implementations and must be processed in dependency order. Module systems like that of ML, on the other hand, permit a stronger form of modularity in which explicit interfaces express assumptions about dependencies, and each module can be type-checked and reasoned about independently.

In this paper, we present Backpack, a new language for building separately-typecheckable packages on top of a weak module system like Haskell’s. The design of Backpack is inspired by the MixML module calculus of Rossberg and Dreyer, but differs significantly in detail. Like MixML, Backpack supports explicit interfaces and recursive linking. Unlike MixML, Backpack supports a more flexible applicative semantics of instantiation. Moreover, its design is motivated less by foundational concerns and more by the practical concern of integration into Haskell, which has led us to advocate simplicity—in both the syntax and semantics of Backpack—over raw expressive power. The semantics of Backpack packages is defined by elaboration to sets of Haskell modules and binary interface files, thus showing how Backpack maintains interoperability with Haskell while extending it with separate type-checking. Lastly, although Backpack is geared toward integration into Haskell, its design and semantics are largely agnostic with respect to the details of the underlying core language.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.1 [Programming Languages]: Formal Definitions and Theory; D.3.3 [Programming Languages]: Language Constructs and Features—Recursion, Abstract data types, Modules; F.3.3 [Logics and Meanings of Programs]: Studies of Program Constructs—Type structure
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1. Introduction

Suppose an author A wants to write, test, and publish a software component (or “package”) P, that needs to call a random-number generator. But A wants each customer C to be able to supply his or her own random-number generator. In a typed language, the author A must define the interface to the random-number generator, typecheck P with respect to the interface, and publish P. The client C then links P with a particular random-number generator that matches the interface. We refer to this style of development as separate modular development (SMD), as distinct from the style of incremental modular development (IMD) in which a package can only be typechecked when the implementations of its dependencies are available.

One of the most prominent approaches to SMD is that taken by the ML module system and its many variants [22, 21]. ML provides functors, which enable a module M to be parameterized over the implementations of its dependencies; the dependencies can then be instantiated by functor application in multiple different ways, even within a single program.

An alternative approach is to use mixin modules [4, 3, 13, 11]. Instead of relying on parameterization, mixin modules support SMD by combining within their namespaces both defined and undefined components, the latter specified via interfaces. Unlike functors, mixin modules support recursive linking; and since linking is implicitly “by-name”, mixins also avoid the propagation of coherence (or “sharing”) constraints so common with functor programming. Moreover, recent work by Rossberg and Dreyer on the MixML type system [27] has demonstrated that mixin modules have the capacity to subsume the functionality of ML modules.

However, despite their advantages, mixin modules have yet to be adopted by any widely-used statically-typed functional language. In the case of the ML languages, this is understandable: ML already has a powerful module system, and the extra benefit afforded by mixins is arguably not worth the replacement cost.

What about Haskell? Haskell’s existing module system was consciously designed as a weak namespace management system without a proper notion of interface [17, Section 8.2], and hence supports only IMD, not SMD. Tools like the Cabal package management system pick up the slack, enabling users to (ab)use version-range dependencies in order to work around the lack of interfaces. But the Haskell community recognizes that this is a makeshift solution and is actively seeking ways to support SMD properly.

In short, Haskell is a prime example of a language that is ripe for extension with interfaces and mixins. The trouble is that the foundational accounts of mixin modules that have appeared in the literature [3, 16, 27] employ a variety of complex and unconventional type systems, and it is not at all clear how to convert any of them into a practical design that could be realistically incorporated into a language like Haskell.

With this in mind, we make the following contributions:

• We present Backpack, a new language for building mixin-style packages on top of an existing (weak) module system like Haskell’s (Section 2). Like MixML [27], Backpack supports interfaces, recursive linking, abstract data types, and SMD.

We are not counting Scala [24]; it supports mixin composition, but in a way that is integrally tied to its object-oriented mechanisms.
Package Names \( P \in \text{PkgNames} \)
Module Path Names \( p \in \text{ModPaths} \)
Package Repositories \( R \rightarrow \mathcal{T} \)
Package Definitions \( D ::= \text{package } P \ i \text{ where } \mathcal{T} \)
Bindings \( B ::= p = [M] \mid p :: [S] \mid p = p \mid \text{include } P \ i r \)
Thinning Specs \( t ::= (\mathcal{T}) \)
Renaming Specs \( r ::= (\mathcal{T}) \)
Module Expressions \( M ::= \ldots \)
Signature Expressions \( S ::= \ldots \)

Figure 1. Backpack syntax.

- Unlike MixML, Backpack supports a more flexible applicative (rather than generative) semantics of instantiation [20], thereby extending mixin modules into new territory (Section 2.4). It would be easy to support generativity as well.
- Unlike other strong module systems, Backpack subordinates expressive power to simplicity, practicality, and orthogonality from the core language and its type system. The main technical device that supports this orthogonality is the central notion of module identity (Section 3.1), which we can treat largely independently from the type system of the core language. The type system for Backpack is much simpler than that of MixML.
- We give a formal description (Sections 3.2–3.4) of how to elaborate a Backpack package into a set of ordinary Haskell modules and module types (the latter corresponding to GHC’s existing notion of “binary interface file”). If the package is complete (i.e., fully implemented), it can be compiled and executed. But regardless, the Haskell modules output by elaboration can be typechecked separately from their missing dependencies.
- We prove soundness of Backpack’s elaboration, which guarantees that a complete package will elaborate to a well-typed set of Haskell modules (Section 3.5). Even stating soundness required us to define a formal semantics for separate typechecking of (recursive) Haskell modules, which did not exist previously.

Finally, we conclude the paper in Sections 4 and 5 with a detailed discussion of related and future work. For space reasons, we leave a number of formal details to our accompanying technical appendix, available at http://plv.mpi-sws.org/backpack/.

2. A Backpack Tour

Figure 1 gives the syntax of Backpack. A package definition \( D \) gives a package name \( P \) to \( a \) a sequence of bindings \( \mathcal{T} \). The simplest form of binding is a concrete module binding, of the form \( p = [M] \), which binds the module name \( p \) to the implementation \( [M] \). For example:

\[
\text{package abcd-1 where}
\]

\[
A = [x = True]
\]

\[
B = [\text{import } A; y = x \land x]
\]

The code in square brackets represents module implementations, whose syntax is just that of a Haskell module (details in the technical appendix; Appendix §5). Indeed, in a practical implementation of Backpack, the term \([M]\) might be realized as the name of a file containing the module’s code. However, note that the module lacks a header “module \( M \) where…” because the module’s name is given by the Backpack description.

Package abcd-1 binds two modules named \( A \) and \( B \). The first module, bound to \( A \), imports nothing and defines a core value \( x \), and the second module, bound to \( B \), imports the first module and makes use of that \( x \) in its definition of \( y \). The type of this package

\[\begin{align*}
A & = [x = True] \\
B & = [\text{import } A; y = x \land x]
\end{align*}\]

expresses that it contains a module \( A \) which defines \( x : \text{Bool} \) and a module \( B \) which defines \( y : \text{Bool} \). (We will more precisely discuss types, at the package and module levels, in Section 3.)

The module bindings in a package are explicitly sequenced; each module can refer only to the modules bound earlier in the sequence. In fact the bindings should be interpreted as iteratively building up a local module context that tracks the name and type of each encountered. For example, if the order of the two bindings were reversed, then this package would cease to be well-typed, as the module reference \( A \) would no longer make sense.

Module bindings do not shadow. Rather, if the same module name is bound twice, the two bindings are linked; see Section 2.3.

2.1 Top Level and Dependencies

A package repository consists of an ordered list of package definitions. Each package in a repository sees only those packages whose definitions occur earlier in the sequence. To make use of those earlier packages — i.e., to depend on them — a package includes them using the include binding form, thus:

\[
\text{package abcd-1 where}
\]

\[
C = [x = False]
\]

\[
\text{include ab-1}
\]

\[
D = [\text{import qualified } A]
\]

\[
[\text{import qualified } C]
\]

\[
[z = A.x \&\& C.x]
\]

One should think of an include construct as picking up a package and dumping all of its contents into the current namespace. In this case, the modules \( A \) and \( B \) are inserted into the package abcd-1 as if they were bound between \( C \) and \( D \). Consequently the module bound to \( D \) can import both \( A \) and \( C \). The type of abcd-1 says that it provides four modules: \( C \) (which provides \( x : \text{Bool} \)), \( D \) (which provides \( z : \text{Bool} \)), and the two modules \( A \) and \( B \) from package ab-1, even though they were defined there and merely included here. (The modules exposed by a package can be controlled with syntax that resembles that of the module level; this feature is discussed as a special case of thinning in Section 2.4.)

In this paper, we will treat the example package definitions as the bindings in a single package repository. At this point, that top level includes the definition for ab-1 followed by abcd-1.

2.2 Abstraction via Interfaces

Up to this point, the package system appears only to support IMD since each module can only be checked after those that it depends on. For example, abcd-1 could only be developed and checked after the package ab-1 had already been developed and checked; otherwise we would not be able to make sense of the import declaration import qualified \( A \) and the subsequent usage of \( A.x \) as a \( \text{Bool} \).

To support SMD as well, Backpack packages may additionally contain abstract module bindings, or holes. To specify a hole, a developer provides a set of core-language declarations, called a signature \( S \), and binds a module name \( p \) to it by writing \( p :: [S] \).

One should think of holes as obligations to eventually provide implementing modules; a package is not complete until all such obligations are met. Concrete modules, on the other hand, are simply those bound to actual implementations (as in all previous examples). This combination of abstract and concrete components reflects the mixin-module basis of our package system.

As our first example, we simulate how the abcd-1 package might have been developed modularly by specifying holes for the “other” components, \( A \) and \( B \):
package abcd-holes-1 where
A :: [x :: Bool]
B :: [y :: Bool]
C = [... as before ...]
D = [... as before ...]

By “stubbing out” the other components, the developer of abcd-holes-1 can typecheck her code (in C and D) entirely separately from the developer who provides A and B. In contrast, in the existing Cabal package system, developers cannot typecheck their package code without first choosing particular version instances of their dependencies. Effectively, they test the well-typedness of their code with respect to individual configurations of dependencies which may or may not be the ones their users have installed.

Manually writing the holes for depended-upon components, as above, involves too much duplication. Instead a developer can define a package full of holes that designates the interface of an entire component. A client developer includes that package of holes and thus brings them into her own package without writing all those signatures by hand. The following two packages achieve the same net result (and have the same type) as abcd-holes-1, but without signatures in the client package:

package ab-sigs where
A :: [x :: Bool]
include ab-sigs
B :: [y :: Bool]
C = [... as before ...]
D = [... as before ...]

Holes are included in exactly the same manner as concrete modules, and they retain their status as holes after inclusion. Under the interpretation of holes as obligations, inclusion propagates the obligations into the including package.

In these two examples we have named the packages abcd-holes-1 and abcd-holes-2, which might suggest multiple versions of a single package abcd-holes (e.g., in Cabal). However, while they may convey that informal intuition, in the present work we focus on modularity of packages, leaving a semantic account of versioning for future work.

2.3 Linking and Signature Matching

So far, all package examples have contained bindings with distinct names. What has appeared to be mere sequencing of bindings is actually a special case of a more general by-name linking mechanism: linking two mixin modules with strictly distinct names merely concatenates them. Whenever two bindings share the same name, however, the modules to which they are bound must themselves link together. This gives rise to three cases: hole-hole, mod-mod, and mod-hole.

First, when linking two holes together, we merge their two interfaces into one. This effectively joins together all the core language declarations from their respective signatures. The resulting hole provides exactly the entities that both original holes provided.

package yourlib where
Prelude :: [data List a = ...]
Yours = [import Prelude; ...]

package mylib where
Prelude :: [data Bool = ...]
include yourlib
Mine = [import Prelude; import Yours; ...]

The mylib package above declares its own hole for Prelude and also includes the hole for Prelude from yourlib. Before the binding for Mine is checked, the previous bindings of Prelude must have linked together. This module can see both List and Bool since they are both in the interface of the linked hole, whereas the Yours module could only see the List datatype in Prelude. (Swapping the order of the first two bindings of mylib has no effect here.)

This example highlights another aspect of programming with mixin-based packages: each package has the option of writing precise interfaces for the other packages (i.e., modules) it depends on. Specifically, yourlib only needs the List datatype from the standard library’s Prelude module, rather than the entire module’s myriad other entities. This results in a stronger type for yourlib since the assumptions it makes about the Prelude module are more precise and focused.

Not all interface merges are valid. For example, if mylib had also declared a List datatype, but of a different kind from that in yourlib (e.g., data List a b = ...), then the merge would be invalid and the package would be ill-typed.

Second, when linking two module implementations together, it intuitively makes no sense to link together two different implementations since they define different code and different types. Rather than rejecting all mod-mod linkages, as for instance MixML [27] does, we instead insist that mod-mod linking only succeed if the two implementations are the same, i.e., which case the linkage is a no-op. To test this, we require equivalence of their module identities (about which see Sections 2.4 and 3.1).

Consider the following classic diamond dependency:

package top where
Top = [...]
include top

package right where
Right = [...]

package left where
include top
Left = [...]
include right

package bottom where
include left; include right
Bottom = [...]

The bottom package of the diamond links together the packages left and right, each of which provides a module named Top that it got from the top package. The linking resulting from the inclusions in bottom is well-typed because left and right provide the same module Top from package top.

Third, when linking a module with a hole, the module’s type must be a subtype of the hole’s, and we say that the module “fills,” “matches,” or “implements” that hole. This form of linking most closely resembles the traditional concept of linking, or of funcor application; it also corresponds to how structures match signatures in ML. Roughly, a module implements a hole if it defines all the entities declared in that hole and with the exact same specifications.

The mylib package above has a hole for the Prelude module. As this package is not yet complete, it can be typechecked, but not yet compiled and executed. (Supporting separate compilation would require sweeping changes to GHC’s existing infrastructure.) We therefore link mylib with a particular implementation of its Prelude hole so that it may now be compiled and used:

package mylib-complete-1 where
include mylib
Prelude = [data List a = ...]
  data Bool = ...
  null xs = ...

The implementation of Prelude provides the two entities declared in the hole (included from mylib) and an additional third entity, the value null. This implementation matches the interface of the hole, so the linkage is well-typed.

For simplicity, our definition of when a module matches a hole is based on width rather than depth subtyping. In other words, a module may provide more entities than specified by the hole it is filling, but the types of any values it provides must be the same as the types declared for those values in the hole’s signature. In particular, the match will be invalid if the implemented types are more general than the declared types. For example, a polymorphic
The two packages `arrays-a` and `arrays-b` provide two distinct implementations of the `Array` module described by the hole specification in the earlier `arrays-sig` package. The next two packages `graph-a` and `graph-b` grab the `Graph` implementation from structures and implement its `Array` hole with the respective array implementations. Since structures also defines `Set` and `Tree`, these (unwanted) modules would naively be included along with `Prelude` and `Array` and would thus pollute the namespaces of `graph-a` and `graph-b`. Instead, these packages thin the structures package upon inclusion so that only the desired modules, `Prelude` and `Array`, are added to `graph-a` and `graph-b`. (This closely resembles the `import` lists of Haskell modules, which may select specific entities to be imported.) Similarly, implementation details of a package definition can be hidden—rather than provided to clients—by thinning the definition to expose only certain module names. (This closely resembles the `export` lists of Haskell modules.) By thinning their definitions to expose only `Prelude` and `Array`, both packages `graph-a` and `graph-b` hide the internal `Array` modules used to implement their `Graph` modules.

At this point, `graph-a` and `graph-b` provide distinct instantiations of the `Graph` module from structures, distinct in the sense that they do not have the same `module identity`. The identity of a module—a crucial notion in Backpack’s semantics (see Section 3.1)—essentially encodes a dependency graph of the module’s source code. Since the `Graph` modules in `graph-a` and `graph-b` import two different module sources for the `Array` hole—one from `arrays-a` and the other from `arrays-b`—they do not share the same dependency graph and hence have distinct identities.

Thus, if the final package `multinst` were to naively include both `graph-a` and `graph-b`, Backpack would complain that `multinst` was trying to merge two distinct implementations with the same name. To avoid this error, the inclusions of `graph-a` and `graph-b` employ `renaming` clauses that rename `Graph` to `GA` and `GB`, respectively, so that the two `Graph` implementations do not clash.

One may wonder whether it is necessary to track dependency information in module identities: why not just generate fresh module identities to represent each instantiation of a package? To see the motivation for tracking more precise dependency information, consider the example in Figure 3. Both the applicative and applic-right packages separately instantiate the `Graph` module from structures with the same `Array` implementation from `arrays-sig`—i.e., both instantiations refer to the same identity for `Array`. Backpack thus treats the two resulting `Graph` modules (and their G types) as one and the same, which means the code in applic-bot is well-typed. In other words, the identity of `Graph` inside applic-left is equivalent to that of `Graph` inside applic-right, and thus the G types mentioned in both packages are compatible.

As this example indicates, our treatment of identity instantiation exhibits sharing behavior. We call this an applicative semantics of identity instantiation, as opposed to a potential generative semantics in which the two instantiations—even when instantiated with the same identity—would produce distinct identities.

As is well known in the ML modules literature [20, 28], applicativity enables significantly more flexibility regarding when module instantiation must occur in the hierarchy of dependencies. In the previous example, the authors of applic-left and applic-right were free to instantiate `Graph inside` their own packages. Under a generative semantics, on the other hand, in order to get the same `Graph` instantiation in both packages, it would need to be instantiated in an earlier package (like `graph-a` from Figure 2) and then included in both applic-left and applic-right; hence, the code as written in Figure 3 would under a generative semantics produce two distinct `Graph` identities and G types. As Rossberg et al. have noted [28], applicative semantics is generally safe only when used in conjunction with purely functional modules. It is thus ideally suited to Haskell, which isolates computational effects monadically.

---

In our examples so far, we have omitted thinning specs entirely. But actually, according to Figure 1, all package definitions and inclusions should contain a thinning spec. To infer a thinning spec where one is omitted, one can simply list all module paths provided by the corresponding package. The syntax used in our examples can thus be translated into our formal language with a straightforward (type-directed) rewriting. Moreover, the syntax for package inclusion given in Figure 1 requires that all inclusions additionally contain a renaming. When we omit renaming, it means that one should use the empty renaming. \(\{\}\).

Figure 2. Running example: Data structures library and client.
At the level of packages, these definitions do not involve any recursive inclusion, which is good, because that would be illegal! Rather, they form a diamond dependency, like the earlier packages top, left, right, and bottom. There is no recursion within the definitions of `ab-sigs`, `a-from-b`, and `b-from-a` either. The recursion instead occurs implicitly, as a result of the mixin linking of modules A and B in the package `ab-rec-sep`. (Separately typechecked, recursive units may be defined in MixML in roughly the same way.)

Finally, we note that Backpack’s semantics (presented in the next section) explicitly addresses one of the key stumbling blocks in supporting recursive linking in the presence of abstract data types, namely the so-called double vision problem [6, 8]. In the context of the above example, the problem is that, in `ab-sigs`, the specification $S_A$ of the hole A may specify an abstract type T, which $S_B$ then depends on in the types of its core-level entities. Subsequently, in `a-from-b`, when the implementation of A imports B, it will want to know that the type T that it defines is the same as the one mentioned in $S_B$, or else it will suffer from “double vision”, seeing two distinct names for the same underlying type. Avoiding double vision is known to be challenging [8, 9, 27], but crucial for enabling common patterns of recursive module programming. Backpack’s semantics avoids double vision completely.

### 3. The Semantics of Backpack

The main top-level judgment defining the semantics of Backpack is

$$ \Delta \vdash D : \forall \alpha. \Xi \rightarrow \lambda\alpha. \text{dexp} $$

Given a package definition $D$, along with a package environment $\Delta$ describing the types and elaborations of other packages on which $D$ depends, this judgment ascribes $D$ a `package type` $\forall \alpha. \Xi$, and also elaborates $D$ into a parameterized directory expression $\lambda\alpha. \text{dexp}$, which is essentially a set of well-typed Haskell module files.

The above judgment is implemented by a two-pass algorithm. The first pass, called `shaping`, synthesizes a `package shape` $\Xi$ for $D$, which effectively explains the `macro-level` structure of the package, i.e., the modules contained in $D$, the names of all the entities defined in those modules, and how they all depend on one another. The second pass, called `typing`, augments the structural information in $\Xi$ with additional information about the `micro-level` structure of $D$. In particular, it fills in the types of core-language entities, forming a `package type` $\Xi$ and checking that $D$ is well-formed at $\Xi$.

Our goal in the present section is to explain in detail this two-pass typechecking algorithm, as well as the elaboration of Backpack into Haskell. Central to both passes of Backpack typechecking is a notion of `module identity`. Using the multistep package (and its dependencies) from Figure 2 as a running example, we will motivate the role and structure of module identities, and then in subsequent subsections explain the implementation of shaping, typing, and elaboration. Full details are given in Appendix §6.

#### 3.1 Module Identities

Figure 5 shows the `shapes` and `types` of multistep and its dependencies. We proceed by explaining Figure 5 in a left-to-right fashion. The first column of Figure 5 contains the first key component of package types: a mapping from modules’ `logical names` $p$ (i.e., their names at the level of Backpack) to their `physical identities` $\nu$ (i.e., the names of the Haskell modules to which they elaborate). The reason for distinguishing between logical names and physical identities is simple: due to aliasing (Section 2.5), there may be

---

4 In GHC, instead of explicit bindings to a signature and two modules, there would be the two module source files and an additional “boot file” for B that looks exactly like $S_B$. Moreover, the import B within the A module would include a “source pragma” that tells the compiler to import the boot file instead of the full module.

5 The reason for splitting typechecking into two passes has to do with the `double vision problem` [8], as discussed in Section 2.6. See Section 4 for further discussion, as well as a detailed explanation of how our solution to double vision compares with MixML’s.
multiple logical names for the same physical module. (For further technical justifications for the logical/physical distinction, see the discussion in Section 4.)

In order to motivate the particular logical mappings in Figure 5, let us first explore what physical identities are, which means reviewing how module names work in Haskell.

**Module Names in Haskell** Modules in Haskell have fixed names, which we call “physical” because they are globally unique in a program, and module definitions may then depend on another by importing these physical names. Modules serve two related roles: (1) as points of origin for core-level entities, and (2) as syntactic namespaces. Concerning (1), a module may define new entities, such as values or abstract data types. Concerning (2), a module may import a set of entities, some of which it has defined itself and others of which it has imported from other modules. For example, a module Foo may define a data type named T. A subsequent module Bar may then import Foo, T and re-export it as Bar, T. To ensure that type identity is tracked properly, the Haskell type system models each core-level entity semantically as a pair [ν] of its core-level name T and its provenance υ, i.e., the module that originally defined it (in this example, Foo). Thus, Foo, T and Bar, T will be viewed as equal by Haskell since they are both just different names for the same semantic entity [Foo]T.

To ensure compatibility with Haskell, our semantics for Backpack inherits Haskell’s use of physical names to identify abstract types. However, Haskell’s flat physical module namespace is not expressive enough to support Backpack’s holes, applicative module instantiation, and recursive linking. To account for these features, we enrich the language of physical names with a bit more interesting structure. Figure 4 displays this enriched language of—as we call them—physical module identities.6

**Variable and Applicative Identities** Physical module identities ν are either (1) variables α, which are used to represent holes; (2) applications of identity constructors K, which are used to model dependency of modules on one another, as needed to implement applicative instantiation; or (3) recursive module identities, defined via μ-constructors. We start by explaining the first two.

Each explicit module expression [M] that occurs in a package definition corresponds (statically) to a globally unique identity constructor K that encodes it. For example, if a single module source M appears on the right-hand side of three distinct module bindings in a package P, then the three distinct identity constructors of those modules are, roughly, (P.M.1), (P.M.2), and (P.M.3).7

In the absence of recursive modules, each module identity ν is then a finite tree—either a variable α, or a constructor K applied to zero or more subterms, ψ. The identity of a module is the constructor K that encodes its source M, applied to the n identities to which M’s n import statements resolved (in order). For instance, in the very first example from Section 2, ab-1, the identities of A and B are Kα and Kβ Kα, respectively, where Kα encodes the first module expression and Kβ the second. In a package with holes, each hole gets a fresh variable (within the package definition) as its identity; in abcd-holes-1 the identities of the four modules are, in order, αa, αb, Kc, and cKd αa Kc.

Consider now the module identities in the Graph instantiations in multinst, as shown in Figure 5. In the definition of structures, assume that the variables for Prelude and Array are αP and αA, respectively, and that Mα is the module source that Graph is bound to. Then the identity of Graph is νG = ⟨structures.Mα⟩ αP αA. Similarly, the identities of the two array implementations in Figure 2 are νAA = ⟨arrays-a.Mα⟩ αP and νAB = ⟨arrays-b.MB⟩ αP.

The package graph-a is more interesting because it links the packages arrays-a and structures together, with the implementation of Array from arrays-a instantiating the hole Array from structures. This linking is reflected in the identity of the Graph module in graph-a: whereas in structures it was νG = ⟨structures.MG⟩ αP αA, in graph-a it is νG = νG[νAA/αA] = ⟨structures.MG⟩ αP νAA. Similarly, the identity of Graph in graph-b is νGB = νG[νAB/αA] = ⟨structures.MB⟩ αP νAB. Thus, linking consists of substituting the variable identity of a hole by the concrete identity of the module filling that hole.

Lastly, multinst makes use of both of these Graph modules, under the aliases GA and GB, respectively. Consequently, in the Client module, GA.G and GB.G will be correctly viewed as distinct types since they originate in modules with distinct identities.

As multinst illustrates, module identities effectively encode dependency graphs. The primary motivation for encoding this information in identities is our desire for an applicative semantics of instantiation, as needed for instance in the example of Figure 3. In that example, both the packages applic-left and applic-right individually link arrays-a with structures. The client package applic-bot subsequently wishes to use both the Left module from applic-left and the Right module from applic-right, and depends on the fact that both modules operate over the same Graph.G type. This fact will be checked when the packages applic-left and applic-right are both included in the same namespace of applic-bot, and the semantics of mixin linking will insist that their Graph modules have the same identity. Thanks to the dependency tracking in our module identities, we know that the Graph module has identity νGA in both packages.

**Recursive Module Identities** In the presence of recursive modules, module identities are no longer simple finite trees.

Consider again the ab-rec-sep example from the end of Section 2. (Although this example does not concern our current focus, multinst, the careful treatment of recursive module identities deserves explanation.) Suppose that νA and νB are the identities of A and B, and that MA and MB are the modules’ defining module expressions, respectively. Because MA imports B and MB imports A, the two identities should satisfy the recursive equations

\[
\nu_A = \text{⟨a-from-b.MA⟩ } \nu_B \\
\nu_B = \text{⟨b-from-a.MB⟩ } \nu_A
\]

These identity equations have no solution in the domain of finite trees, but they do in the domain of regular, infinite trees, which we denote (finely) as

\[
\nu_A = \mu_\alpha, \text{⟨a-from-b.MA⟩ } (\langle b-from-a.MB \rangle \alpha_A) \\
\nu_B = \mu_\alpha, \text{⟨b-from-a.MB⟩ } (\langle a-from-b.MA \rangle \alpha_B)
\]

The semantics of Backpack relies on the ability to perform both unification and equivalence testing on identities. In the presence of recursive identities, however, simple unification and syntactic equivalence of identities no longer suffices since, e.g., the identity \langle a-from-b.MA⟩ νB represents the exact same module as νA, albeit in a syntactically distinct way. Fortunately, we can use Huet’s well-known unification algorithm for regular trees instead [18, 14].

---

6 To make use of these enriched physical names in our elaboration, we embed them into the space of Haskell’s physical names; see Section 3.4.

7 We write simply ⟨P.M⟩, eliding the integer part of the identity constructor, when only one instance of [M] exists in the definition of package P.
### Logical Mapping to Physical Shapes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logical Mapping</th>
<th>Physical Shapes</th>
<th>Physical Types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>prelude-sig</td>
<td>Prelude $\mapsto \alpha_P$</td>
<td>$\Phi_P$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arrays-sig</td>
<td>Prelude $\mapsto \alpha_P$, Array $\mapsto \alpha_A$</td>
<td>$\Phi_P, \Phi_A$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>structures</td>
<td>Prelude $\mapsto \alpha_P$, Array $\mapsto \alpha_A$, Set $\mapsto \nu_S$, Graph $\mapsto \nu_G$, Tree $\mapsto \nu_T$</td>
<td>$\nu_S: \Phi_S(\ldots); [\nu_G]S(\ldots)^+$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arrays-a</td>
<td>Prelude $\mapsto \alpha_P$, Array $\mapsto \nu_{AA}$</td>
<td>$\Phi_P, \Phi_{AA}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arrays-b</td>
<td>Prelude $\mapsto \alpha_P$, Array $\mapsto \nu_{AB}$</td>
<td>$\Phi_P, \Phi_{AB}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graph-a</td>
<td>Prelude $\mapsto \alpha_P$, Graph $\mapsto \nu_{GA}$</td>
<td>$\nu_{GA}: \Phi_G(\ldots); [\nu_{GA}]G(\ldots)^+$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graph-b</td>
<td>Prelude $\mapsto \alpha_P$, Graph $\mapsto \nu_{GB}$</td>
<td>$\nu_{GB}: \Phi_G(\ldots); [\nu_{GB}]G(\ldots)^+$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multinst</td>
<td>Prelude $\mapsto \alpha_P$, GA $\mapsto \nu_GA$, GB $\mapsto \nu_{GB}$, Client $\mapsto \nu_{VC}$</td>
<td>$\nu_{GA}: \Phi_GA(\ldots); [\nu_{GA}]GA(\ldots)^+$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$$
\begin{align*}
\nu_{AA} & \triangleq (\text{arrays-a.M}_A) \alpha_P \quad \nu_{AB} \triangleq (\text{arrays-b.M}_B) \alpha_P \\
\nu_S & \triangleq (\text{structures.M}_S) \alpha_P \quad \nu_G & \triangleq (\text{structures.M}_G) \alpha_P \\
\nu_T & \triangleq (\text{structures.M}_T) \alpha_P \\
\nu_{GB} & \triangleq (\text{multinst.M}_G) \alpha_P \\
\nu_{VC} & \triangleq (\text{multinst.M}_C) \alpha_P \\
\Phi_P & \triangleq (\alpha_P : \emptyset, \beta_{PL}: \emptyset; \beta_{PL} \text{List}(\text{Nil, Cons}) \cap) \\
\Phi_A & \triangleq (\alpha_A : \emptyset, \beta_{AA}: \emptyset, \beta_{AS}: \emptyset) \\
\Phi_{AA} & \triangleq (\nu_{AA} : \emptyset, \beta_{AA}: \emptyset) \\
\Phi_{AB} & \triangleq (\nu_{AB} : \emptyset, \beta_{AB}: \emptyset) \\
\end{align*}
$$

![Figure 5](image-url)  

**Figure 5.** Example package types and shapes for the multinst package and its dependencies.

### 3.2 Shaping

Constructing the mapping from logical names to physical identities is but one part of a larger task we call *shaping*, which constitutes the most unusual and interesting part of Backpatch’s type system.

The goal of shaping is to compute the shape (i.e., the macro-level structure) of the package. Formally, a package shape $\tilde{L} = (\Phi, \tilde{\chi})$ has two parts. The first is a *physical shape context* $\Phi = \nu.Pm$, which, for each module in the package, maps its physical identity $\nu$ to a *polarity* $m$ and a module shape $\tilde{\chi}$.

The polarity $m$ specifies whether the module $\nu$ is implemented (+) or a hole (−). The module shape $\tilde{\chi}$ enumerates $\nu$’s *defined entities* $\text{defl}$—i.e., the entities that the module $\nu$ itself defines—as well as *export specs* $\text{exp}$, which list the names and provenances of the entities that $\nu$ exports. Note that these are not the same thing: a module $\nu$ may import and re-export entities that originated in (i.e., whose provenances are) some other modules $\nu'$. (How $\nu$ imports $\nu'$ is discussed in Section 3.1). In addition, $\tilde{L}$ also maps $\nu$ to a shape $\tilde{\chi}$, which is required to be a subset of the “principal shape” of $\nu$ (as recorded in the physical shape context $\Phi$). This may seem mysterious: if $\tilde{L}$ maps $\nu$ to $\nu'$, and $\Phi$ maps $\nu$ to $\tau_0$, say, then why does $\tilde{L}$ record another $\tilde{\chi}$ as well? The reason is twofold: (1) it is

---

8 We write a tilde (✓) on the metavariables of certain shape objects (e.g., $\tilde{\chi}$) not to denote a meta-level operation, but to highlight these objects’ similarity to their corresponding type objects (e.g., $\tau$).
convenient in some of the inference rules to be able to look up the shape of a module by merely inspecting the logical shape context $L$, and (2) it is possible for different logical module names to reflect different restricted subnamespaces of the same underlying module (see the technical appendix for an example of this; Appendix §3). In our running example, however, the reader may ignore this subtlety and assume that all the $\tau$’s associated with $\nu$ in $L$ and $\Phi$ are equal (which is why we omit them from the first column of Figure 5).

Figure 6 defines the semantic objects for shaping and typing, and Figure 7 gives some of the key rules implementing shaping.

**Shaping Rules**

The main shaping judgment, $\Delta \vdash B \Rightarrow \Xi$, takes as input the body of a package definition, which is just a sequence of bindings $B$. Rule $\text{ShSeq}$ synthesizes the shape of $B$ by proceeding, in left-to-right order, to synthesize the shape of each individual binding $\beta$ (via the judgment $\Delta, \Gamma \vdash B \Rightarrow \Xi$) and then merge it with the shapes of the previous bindings (via the judgment $\Delta \vdash \Xi_1 + \Xi_2 \Rightarrow \Xi$).

Let us begin with the judgment that shapes an individual binding. The rule $\text{ShAlias}$ should be self-explanatory.

The rule $\text{ShMod}$ generates the appropriate globally unique identity $\nu_0$ to represent $[M]$, and then calls out to a shaping judgment for Haskell modules, $\Delta, \Gamma_0 \vdash M : \tau$ (Appendix §5.1.1), which generates the shape $\tilde{\tau}$ of $M$ assuming that $\nu_0$ is the module’s identity. As an example of this, observe the shape generated for the Client module $\nuC$ in multinst in Figure 5. The shape ascribes provenance $\nuC$ to the main entity, since it is freshly defined in Client, while ascribing provenance $\nuG$ to the $G$ type, since it was imported from GA and is only being re-exported by Client.

The rule $\text{ShSig}$, for shaping hole declarations, is a bit subtler than the other rules. Perhaps surprisingly, the generated shape declares not only a fresh identity variable $\alpha$ for the hole itself, but also a set of fresh identity variables $\tilde{\beta}$, one for each entity specified in the hole signature $S$. (The intermediate $\tilde{\beta}$ merely encodes these fresh identities as input to the signature shaping judgment.) The reason for this is simply to maximize flexibility: there is no reason to demand a priori that the module that fills in the hole (i.e., the module whose identity $\nu$ will end up getting substituted for $\alpha$) must itself be responsible for defining all the entities specified in the hole signature—it need only be responsible for exporting those entities, which may very well have been defined in other modules.

The shape $\Phi_A$ in Figure 5 illustrates the output of $\text{ShSig}$ on the Array hole in package arrays-sig. This shape specifies that $\beta_{AA}$ is a module defining an entity called $\text{Arr}$, that $\beta_{AS}$ is a module defining an entity called something, and that $\alpha_\beta$ is a module bringing $\beta_{AA}$ and $\beta_{AS}$ together in its export spec. Of course, when the hole is eventually filled (e.g., in the graph-a package, whose shaping is discussed below), it may indeed be the case that the same module identity $\nu$ is substituted for $\alpha_\beta$, $\beta_{AA}$, and $\beta_{AS}$—i.e., that $\nu$ both defines and exports $\text{Arr}$ and something—but $\text{ShSig}$ does not require this.

Returning now to the merging judgment $\Delta \vdash \Xi_1 + \Xi_2 \Rightarrow \Xi$ that is invoked in the last premise of (ShSeq): This merging judgment (Appendix §6.6) is where the real “meat” of shaping occurs—in particular, this is where mixin linking is performed by unification of module identities. If a module with logical name $\nu$ is mapped by $\Xi_1$ and $\Xi_2$ to physical identities $\nu_1$ and $\nu_2$, respectively, the merging judgment will unify $\nu_1$ and $\nu_2$ together. Moreover, if $\nu_1$ and $\nu_2$ are specified by $\Xi_1$ and $\Xi_2$ as having different module shapes $\tilde{\tau}_1$ and $\tilde{\tau}_2$, respectively, those shapes will be merged as well, with the resulting shape containing all of the components specified in either $\tilde{\tau}_1$ and $\tilde{\tau}_2$. For any entities appearing in both $\tilde{\tau}_1$ and $\tilde{\tau}_2$, their provenances will be unified.

To see a concrete instance of this, consider the merging that occurs during the shaping of the graph-a package in our running example in Figure 5. The graph-a package includes two packages defined earlier: arrays-a and structures. As per rule (ShInc), each inclusion will generate fresh identity variables for the packages’ holes (say, $\alphaF, \betaF, \alphaA, \betaA, \betaS$ for structures, and $\alphaP, \betaP$ for arrays-a). Since both packages export Prelude, the merging judgment will unify $\alphaF$ and $\alphaP$, the physical identities associated with Prelude in the shapes of the two packages; consequently, the shape of $\alphaP$, namely $\{0; [\betaF] \text{List} (\text{Nil}, \text{Cons})\}$, will be unified with the shape of $\alphaP'$, namely $\{0; [\betaP] \text{List} (\text{Nil}, \text{Cons})\}$, resulting in the unification of $\betaP$ and $\betaP'$ as well.

Similarly, since both packages export Array, the merging judgment will link the implementation of Array in arrays-a with the hole for Array in structures by unifying $\alphaA, \betaAA$, and $\betaAS$ with

\[
\Delta, \Gamma \vdash B \Rightarrow \Xi
\]

\[
\nu_0 = \text{mkident}(M; \Gamma) \quad \Gamma, \nu_0 \vdash M : \tilde{\tau}
\]

\[
\Delta, \Gamma \vdash p : [M] \Rightarrow (\nu_0 ; \tilde{\tau} ; \nu_0 \Rightarrow \nu_\beta)
\]

(SHMod)

\[
\alpha, \beta \text{ fresh} \quad \tilde{\tau}_0 = \{\emptyset; [\beta] \text{den} \} \quad \Gamma, \tilde{\tau}_0 \vdash S \Rightarrow \tilde{\tau}; \Phi'
\]

\[
\Delta, \Gamma \vdash p : [S] \Rightarrow ((\alpha; \tau, \tilde{\tau}); p \Rightarrow \alpha; \tau)
\]

(ShSig)

\[
\pi \text{ fresh} \quad \nu \vdash \forall \tau. \Xi \in \Delta \quad \Xi = \text{rename}(\tau; \Xi)
\]

\[
\Delta, \Gamma \vdash \text{include} \nu \Rightarrow \tau \Rightarrow \text{shape}(\Xi)
\]

(ShInc)

\[
\Delta \vdash \Xi_1 \Rightarrow \Xi_2 \quad \Delta \vdash \Xi_1 \Rightarrow \Xi_2 \quad \Delta \vdash \Xi_1 + \Xi_2 \Rightarrow \Xi
\]

\[
\Delta \vdash \Xi_1 + \Xi_2 \Rightarrow \Xi
\]

(ShSeq)
As a result, the occurrences of $\alpha_A$, $\beta_{AA}$, and $\beta_{SA}$ in $\nu_G$ (and its shape) get substituted with $\nu_{AA}$, which explains why the shape of graph-a maps Graph to $\nu_G = p_G[p_G\nu_G/\nu_{AA}]$. Lastly, merging will check that the implementation of Array in arrays-a actually provides all the entities required by the hole specification in structures, i.e., that $\Phi_{AA}$ subsumes $\Phi_A$, which indeed it does.

3.3 Typing

In our running example thus far, we have not yet performed any typechecking of core-level code, such as the code inside multinst's Client module. There is a good reason for this: before shaping, we don’t know whether core-level types such as GA.G and GB.G (imported by Client) are equal, because we don’t know what the identities of GA and GB are. But after shaping, we have all the identity information we need to perform typechecking properly.

Thus, as seen in the top-level package rule $\text{TyPKG}$ in Figure 8, the output of the shaping judgment—namely, $\Xi_{\nu_G}$—is passed as input to the typing judgment, $\Delta; \Xi_{\nu_G} \vdash B : \Xi \leadsto \text{exp}$. Typing, in turn, produces a package type $\Xi$, which enriches the package shape $\Xi_{\nu_G}$ with core-level (i.e., Haskell-level) typing information. The final type returned for the package, $\forall \Theta, \Xi$, then just quantifies over the variable identities $\Theta$ of the holes in $\Xi$, so that they may be instantiated in different ways by subsequent package definitions.

The package types $\Xi$ generated for the packages in our running example appear in the third column of Figure 5. Formally, the only difference between these package types and the package shapes in the second column of Figure 5 lies in the difference between their constituent module types $\tau = \{\text{dexp}; \text{exp}\}$ and module shapes $\bar{\tau} = \{\text{dent}; \text{esp}\}$. Whereas the “defined entities” component (dent) of $\bar{\tau}$ only names the entities defined by a module, the “defined entity specs” component (dexp) of $\bar{\tau}$ additionally specifies their core-level kinds/types. For example, observe the module type ascribed to arrays-a’s module $\nu_{AA}$ in $\Phi_{AA}$. This type enriches the pre-computed shape (in $\Phi_{AA}$) with additional information about the kind of arr and the type of a something.

Let us now explain the typing rules in Figure 8. For the moment, we will ignore the shaded parts of the rules concerning elaboration into Haskell; we will return to them in Section 3.4.

The rules $\text{TyNIL}$ and $\text{TySEQ}$ implement typing of a sequence of bindings $B$. The procedure is structurally very similar to the one used in the shaping of $B$: we process (in left-to-right order) each constituent binding $\tau$, producing a type that we merge into the types of the previous bindings. The key difference is that the partial merge operator $\bot$ does not perform any unification on module identities—it merely performs a mixin merge, which checks that all specifications (kinds or types) assigned to any particular core-level entity are equal. For instance, when typing graph-a, the mixin merge will check that the type of something in the Array implementation from arrays-a is equal to the type of something in the Array hole from structures, and thus that the implementation satisfies the requirements of the hole.

The remaining rules concern the typing of individual bindings, $\Delta; \Gamma; \Xi_{\nu_G} \vdash B : \Xi \leadsto \text{exp}$. The typing rules $\text{TyMOD}$ and $\text{TySIG}$ are structurally very similar to the corresponding shaping rules given in Figure 7. The key difference is that, whereas $\text{ShMOD}$ and $\text{ShSIG}$ generate appropriate identities for their module/hole, $\text{TyMOD}$ and $\text{TySIG}$ instead look up the pre-computed identities in the package shape $\Xi_{\nu_G}$. As an example of this, observe what happens when we type the Array module in arrays-a using rule $\text{TyMOD}$. The package shape $\Xi_{\nu_G}$ we pre-computed in the shaping pass tells us that the physical module identity associated with the logical module name Array is $\nu_{AA}$, so we can go ahead and assume $\nu_{AA}$ is the identity of Array when typing its implementa-

\[
\Delta; \Gamma; \Xi_{\nu_G} \vdash B : \Xi \leadsto \text{exp} \\
\Delta; \Gamma; \Xi_{\nu_G} \vdash p = p' : (0, p, p') \leadsto \{ \} \\
\Delta; \Gamma; \Xi_{\nu_G} \vdash p = [M] : (\nu_0, \nu_0) \leadsto \text{hsmod} \\
\Delta; \Gamma; \Xi_{\nu_G} \vdash p : [\nu_0, \nu_0, \nu_0, \nu_0] \leadsto \text{hsmod} : \eta \\
\Delta; \Gamma; \Xi_{\nu_G} \vdash p : [\nu_0, \nu_0, \nu_0, \nu_0] \leadsto \text{hsmod} : \eta \\
\Delta; \Gamma; \Xi_{\nu_G} \vdash p : [\text{apply}(\phi, \Xi')] \leadsto \{ \nu^* \leadsto \text{apply}(\phi, \Xi') \}
\]

Figure 8. Typing and elaboration rules (ignoring thinning).

Note that $\text{TyMOD}$ and $\text{TySIG}$ call out to typing judgments for Haskell modules and signatures ($\prec$). Like the analogous shaping judgments, these are defined formally in the appendix (Appendix §3.3.4).

Like $\text{TyMOD}$ and $\text{TySIG}$, the rule $\text{TyINC}$ also inspects $\Xi_{\nu_G}$ to determine the pre-computed identities of the modules/holes in the package $P$ being included. The only difference is that an included package contains a whole bunch of subcomponents (rather than only one), so looking up their identities is a bit more involved. It is performed by appealing to a “matching” judgment $\Xi_{\nu_G} \sim \nu_{AA}$, similar to the one needed for signature matching in ML module systems [28]. This judgment looks up the instantiations of all the included holes by matching $\Xi'$ (the type of the included package $P$ after applying the renaming $r$) against $\Xi_{\nu_G}$, this produces a substitution $\phi$ with domain $\Xi$, which then gets applied to $\Xi'$ to produce the type of the include binding. For example, when typing the package graph-a, we know after shaping that the identity of the Array module is $\nu_{AA}$. When we include structures, the matching judgment will glean this information from $\Xi_{\nu_G}$, and produce a substitution $\phi$ mapping structures’ $\alpha_A$ parameter to the actual Array implementation $\nu_{AA}$.

3.4 Elaborating Backpack to Haskell

We substantiate our claim to retrofit Haskell with SMD through an elaboration of Backpack, our external language (EL), into a model of GHC Haskell, our internal language (IL). The EL, as we have
As part of our running example, Figure 10 displays the elaboration of the multinst package, except with the file types stripped off for brevity. First, note that each module identity variable \( \nu \) in the physical type \( \nu \) maps to a directory expression \( \nu \text{dexp} \), which is a mapping from the set of module names \( f \) to typed file expressions \( \text{fexp} \), parameterized over the identities \( \pi \) of the package’s holes. We assume an embedding \( (\cdot) \) from module identities into IL module names, which respects the equi-recursive equivalence on module identities that the Backpack type system relies on. However, for readability, we will leave the embedding implicit in the remainder of this section. As for the typed file expressions \( \text{fexp} \), they can either be defined file expressions \( \text{hsmod} : \text{fexp} \), which provide both an implementation of a module along with its type, or undefined file expressions \( (\cdot) : \text{fexp} \), which describe a hole with type \( \text{ftyp} \). Thus, all components of a \( \text{dexp} \) are explicitly-typed. This has the benefit that the modules in a \( \text{dexp} \) can be typechecked in any order, since all static information about them is specified in their explicit file types.

As a continuation of our running example, Figure 10 displays the elaboration of the multinst package, except with the file types stripped off for brevity. First, note that each module identity \( \nu \) in the physical type \( \nu \) of multinst is parameterized over the identities \( \pi \) of the table in Figure 5 corresponds to one of the Haskell modules in the elaboration of the package, and for each \( \nu \), its type in \( \Phi \) is (modulo the embedding \( (\cdot) \)) precisely the file type of \( \nu \) that we have omitted from Figure 10. The concrete module identities in \( \Phi \) map to defined file expressions, while the identity variables \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) (representing holes) map to undefined file expressions.

The elaboration of packages (marked with shaded text) is almost entirely straightforward, following the typing rules. More interesting is the elaboration of Haskell modules, which is appealed to in the second premise of rule \( \text{TyMod} \) (formalized in the appendix; Appendix 5). Offhand, one might expect module elaboration to be the identity translation, but in fact it is a bit more subtle than that.

Consider the \( \nu \text{C} \) entry in the directory, corresponding to the Client module, as a concrete example. The module header: Unlike the original EL implementation of Client, which was anonymous, its elaborated IL version has a module header specifying \( \nu \text{C} \) as its fixed physical name, and \( \text{main} \) and \( \text{GA.G()} \) as its exported entities. More generally, the exported entities should reflect those listed in the module’s type \( \tau \).

The import statements: Our elaboration rewrites imports of logical names like GA into imports of physical module identities like \( \nu \text{GA} \), since the physical identities are the actual names of Haskell modules in the elaborated directory expression. We must therefore take care to preserve the logical module names that the definitions in the module’s body expect to be able to refer to. For example, the reference \( \text{GA.G} \) is seen to have provenance \( \nu \text{GA.G} \) during Backpack typechecking of Client, so in the elaborated IL version of Client we want \( \text{GA.G} \) to mean the same thing. We achieve this by means of Haskell’s “import aliases”, which support renaming of imported module names; e.g., the first import statement in \( \nu \text{C} \) imports the physical name \( \nu \text{GA} \) but gives it the logical name GA in the body, thus ensuring that the reference GA.G still has (the same) meaning as it did during Backpack typechecking.

The body: Thanks to the import aliasing we just described, the entity definitions in the body of \( \nu \text{C} \) can remain syntactically identical to those in the original Client module.

Explicitness of imports and exports: All imported and exported entities are given as explicitly as the Haskell module syntax allows, even when the original EL modules need to make them explicit; e.g., the original code for Graph lists neither its imports nor its exports, but its elaboration (as \( \nu \text{GA} \) and \( \nu \text{GB} \)) does. The primary reason for this explicitness is that it enables us to prove a “weakening” property on IL modules, which is critical for the proof of soundness of elaboration. If modules are not explicit about which core-level entities they are importing and exporting, their module types will not be stable under weakening.

3.5 Formalization of Haskell Modules and Soundness

We have proven the following key soundness theorem about the elaboration: if a package definition \( D \) has type \( \nu \text{C}.(\Phi; L) \) and elaborates into a parameterized directory expression \( \nu \text{C.dexp} \), then every module in \( \text{dexp} \) is well-typed in the IL, and the identities and types in \( \Phi \) are explicitly matched to those of \( \text{dexp} \). (For example, soundness means that the identities and EL module types appearing in the type of multinst in Figure 5 correspond precisely to the names and types of the IL modules in Figure 10.)

As part of this effort, our IL constitutes a new formal model of the Haskell module system. This model follows the Haskell Language Report as closely as possible in its definition of well-formed modules—i.e., the processing of module dependencies through import statements and export lists. Unlike previous work on formalizing the Haskell module system [7, 12], our model supports (separately typechecked) recursive modules; furthermore, we have developed some basic metatheory for the IL (e.g., “substitution” and “weakening”) in order to prove soundness of elaboration, a non-
trivial undertaking given that substitution can result in the merging of module/signature bindings. Full details of the IL are given in the accompanying technical appendix (Appendix §7).

We do not provide any kind of dynamic semantics in Backpack and thus we cannot prove (or even state) any conventional type safety theorem. Instead, the soundness of Backpack’s elaboration simply reduces the question of whether Backpack is type-safe to the question of whether Haskell is type-safe.

4. Related Work and Technical Discussion

Detailed Comparison with MixML

ML modules provide a very expressive and convenient language for programming with abstract data types. However, due to the double vision problem (Section 2.6), functors are fundamentally incompatible with recursive linking [27]. There have therefore been several attempts to synthesize aspects of ML modules and mixin modules in a single system, including Owens and Flatt’s typed unit calculus [25] and Duggan’s type system for recursive DLLs [10].

Arguably the most advanced system in this space is Rossberg and Dreyer’s MixML [27], which aims to be a highly expressive foundational calculus of mixin modules for an ML-like core language. Backpack’s design and semantics are inspired by those of MixML, but our design decisions, driven by our goal of retrofitting Haskell with SMD, have led to considerable simplifications.

MixML supports first-class and higher-order units (i.e., instansible mixins), whereas Backpack’s units—packages—only exist at the top level. We believe Backpack’s units to be sufficient for practical programming, and restricting them to top level streamlines the semantics of applicative identities. MixML also supports hierarchical mixin modules with “deep linking”, but Backpack restricts packages to be flat namespaces of modules. Deep linking lets MixML express many different ML constructs (e.g., n-ary signatures) using just one form of linking. Since our focus is on practicality rather than expressiveness, we sacrifice features like first-class units and deep linking for simplicity of syntax and semantics, optimizing instead for common usage patterns. In particular, our include construct is more straightforward to program with than MixML’s binary linking/binding construct, and fits better with the “feel” of the Haskell module language (e.g., its import statements). Backpack also provides some features that MixML lacks, such as renaming, thinning, and an applicative semantics of instantiation.

Concerning the double vision problem, MixML solves it through the use of a two-pass algorithm for typechecking linked modules: the first pass computes all information about type components in the modules, and the second pass performs full typechecking. In MixML, these two passes are defined using a single set of inference rules, with the first pass defined by conveniently ignoring certain premises. Backpack adopts the same two-pass idea in order to compute the physical module identities involved in a package before typechecking it. However, Backpack distinguishes the two passes—shaping and typing—using completely separate judgments and rules. Although this leads to a doubling of rules, the rules themselves are (we feel) much easier to understand. In particular, the account of linking given by the sequencing rules $\text{SHSEq}$ and $\text{TYSEq}$ is considerably simpler than MixML’s formidable linking rule. Moreover, Backpack stages the shaping pass over a whole package entirely before the typing pass, leading to a cleaner conceptual split between the two phases of package typechecking than in MixML, where the two passes are interleaved.

A key reason we can get by with a simpler semantics of linking is that we are deliberately less ambitious than MixML in a certain sense: unlike MixML, we do not aim to completely subsume the functionality of ML modules. MixML does, and this means that its semantics must deal with nested uses of translucent sealing (i.e., the ability to define types that are “transparent” inside a module but “opaque” outside), a defining feature of ML modules which compounds the already-tricky double-vision problem. In contrast, Backpack does not attempt to support translucent sealing—and thus does not suffer the attendant complexities—for the simple reason that Haskell, our target of elaboration, cannot support it.

Finally, MixML is defined by elaboration into an internal language, LTG, which was designed specifically to capture all the necessary features of MixML. (LTG is an extension, with linear kinds, of an earlier IL, similarly specialized for recursive ML module systems, called RTG [9].) LTG’s unconventional metatheory underscores MixML’s status as a foundational calculus rather than a practical language design, in contrast to Backpack, whose IL is a formalization of an existing implementation artifact, the GHC module system. A major benefit of our approach is that the semantics (via elaboration) of a Backpack package may be understood by Haskell programmers essentially in terms of a reshuffling of import and export lists in their Haskell modules. The elaboration in Figure 10 is a case in point.

Logical Module Names vs. Physical Module Identities

Module identities, which establish canonical physical names for modules (as distinct from program-level logical names), serve two important roles in Backpack’s semantics: (1) they simplify and regularize the elaboration into Haskell modules (and its soundness proof), and (2) they are the principal component of our solution for how to support applicative mixin linking.

Concerning the first point: The distinction between logical and physical names is a central technical element enabling—and conceptually reinforcing—the elaboration into our Haskell-based IL. In particular, a key invariant of elaboration is that the physical part of a package’s EL type gives a precise description of the IL modules that it elaborates to; the logical part of its type is only relevant for namespace management during Backpack-level typechecking.

Concerning the second point: The idea of distinguishing between logical and physical names is not new. A number of prior formalisms for ML-style modules—including the Definition of Standard ML itself—rely on a similar distinction [22, 29, 28]. The key advantage of this approach (as opposed to more direct, syntactic type systems for modules, e.g., [20, 15]) is that physical identities greatly simplify the treatment of type equality in the presence of aliasing: no matter their logical names, two types are equal iff they have the same physical identity. This eliminates the need for fancier mechanisms for handling type sharing, like translucent sums or singleton kinds (see Rossberg et al. [28] for further discussion). Moreover, for recursive and mixin module extensions of ML [8, 27], the logical/physical distinction has enabled clean solutions to the double vision problem, as discussed above. (There is some recent work by Im et al. [19] on solving double vision “syntactically”—i.e., using only logical names—but it does not account for separate typechecking of mutually recursive modules in general.)

What distinguishes Backpack from these prior systems is its support for both separate typechecking of recursive modules and an applicative semantics of instantiation, as appropriate for a pure language like Haskell. To handle the combination, we needed to enrich the language of module identities with both (equi)-recursive $\mu$-binders and constructor applications, and employ (standard) unification and equivalence-checking algorithms that work for these recursive identities [18, 14]. To see why, consider the example from Section 2.6, in which the modules A and B in package ab-rec-sep have the recursive identities $\nu_A$ and $\nu_B$ defined on the subsequent page. If one were to define another package ab-rec-sep2 in the same way, the identities of A and B would be exactly the same. In contrast, were we to code up this example in MixML, each distinct package defined like ab-rec-sep would produce modules with “fresh” (distinct) identities, as one would expect given MixML’s generative semantics of instantiation. Nevertheless, we observe that
Separate Compilation for ML. Setting aside the lack of support for recursive linking, ML functors are not by themselves really a practical mechanism for SMD due to the proliferation of “sharing” constraints that are known to arise when programming in a “fully functorsitized” style (i.e., in which modules are parameterized explicitly, via the functor mechanism, over all their dependencies). Consequently, a number of systems have been proposed for building a better SMD framework on top of the existing ML module system.

Before discussing these systems in more detail, let us observe two important ways in which they all differ from Backpack. First, unlike Backpack, the separate compilation systems for ML build improved SMD support on top of the already-powerful ML module system, which offers instantiation, reuse, and at least some form of SMD via functors. In contrast, Backpack is built on top of Haskell, which lacks those features, and thus the expressiveness boost it offers over the underlying language is in some sense more significant. Second, we realize this boost not through functors but through mixins; as a result, Backpack supports recursive linking, and avoids the need for any separate notion of sharing constraints.

To address the lack of separate compilation in ML, Cardelli introduced a foundational calculus of linksets [5]. However, as a foundational calculus, this framework lacks support for user-defined abstract data types, as well as recursion at the module or core level—two prominent features that drive the complexity of state-of-the-art module systems. Building on Cardelli’s linkset foundation, Swasey et al. [31] designed a typed language of program fragments, SMLSC, that organizes lists of top-level SML definitions (e.g., modules) into what they call units. Linking happens automatically by name when unit definitions are considered in the same linkset. In particular, when multiple units in a linkset have “interface imports” on some common name, those dependencies unify automatically without extra annotations. SMLSC units therefore eliminate the need for sharing constraints on dependencies—as mixin modules do—but they do not permit recursive linking.

In a different vein, targeting “open” modular programming, the Acute language of Sewell et al. [30] and the Alice ML language of Rossberg et al. [26] support not only separate compilation, but dynamic linking, marshalling/pickling, and (in the case of Acute) versioning of components, all of which are beyond the scope of Backpack. While Acute repurposes modules (with new primitive operations) as a mechanism for compilation units and linking, Alice ML defines “components” by reduction to a simpler construct of “packages” (modules as first-class core values). Linking in Acute consists of (non-recursively) chains of module definitions and imports, whereas Alice ML employs a more flexible and dynamic “component manager” approach based on Java class-loading (rather than linksets). Neither Acute nor Alice ML supports recursive modules.

As part of the OCaml module system [21], the ocamlc compilation tool performs separate compilation on files that contain module components. The tool treats the file system rather like a mixin: each component (i.e., a file) can be defined as an implementation (i.e., a .ml file) or a hole (i.e., a .mlx file), and components can be recursively linked. Like SMLSC but unlike Backpack, though, these “mixins” cannot be instantiated and reused: a separately-compiled file cannot be linked with multiple implementations of its dependencies. In essence, ocamlc implements something similar to the target IL of Backpack’s elaboration, albeit for OCaml (obviously) and extended with full separate compilation rather than just separate typechecking. It does not, however, provide a language for building and linking components, as Backpack does.

5. Future Work

Type Classes. Backpack modules only allow data types and values; type classes and type class instances are conspicuously absent. We have left them out of the system deliberately in order to focus attention on the essential features of Backpack that we hope will be broadly applicable, not just to Haskell. That being said, we believe that incorporating type classes into Backpack should be feasible.

In the extension we envision, type classes and instances would both be new kinds of core entities, although the latter would differ from existing entities in that (1) they do not have simple syntactic names and (2) import resolution treats them differently (see below). As with all entities, the export specs (espe) listed in a module type would denote which instances a module provides to its clients.

The interaction between instances and signatures poses an interesting challenge: linking an implementation for a hole, or even linking two holes together through aliasing, might result in the existence of two distinct instances for the same type class and type that are visible within a single module. For example, in the bindings

\[
P = \text{class T a where ...}
\]

\[
A :: \text{data T}
\]

\[
B :: \text{data T}
\]

\[
C = \begin{bmatrix}
\text{import P} \\
\text{import qualified A} \\
\text{import qualified B} \\
\text{instance Eq A, T where ...} \\
\text{instance Eq B, T where ...}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

well-typedness of C requires that A, T and B, T be distinct types. But if we then add an alias binding A = B, these two types are unified into a single one, and now C defines two different instances for a single class and type, making it ill-typed.

To prevent this form of error, we would need to amend the definition of merging for sets of export specs to prevent
two distinct instances for the same class and type from merging together successfully. This would be enough to guarantee that the substitution that links A and B together would not be well defined on the package type for the previous four bindings, thus rejecting the addition of the alias binding $A \equiv B$.

We would also need to extend the IL in order to maintain a crucial invariant of the elaboration translation, namely that the IL translation of a module only imports the entities that were visible to that module during Backpack-level typechecking (Section 3.4). Naively, this invariant would not be preserved in the presence of type classes because Haskell does not support named instances, so there is no way to explicitly delimit the instances that one module imports from another. For example, suppose a module Y imports a hole X, and then the hole is subsequently filled with an implementation defining an instance that was not in the signature for X. In that case, we do not want the elaboration of Y to suddenly see that new instance, since it might break Y’s well-typedness, but there is no way a priori to prevent it.

To restore this invariant in the presence of type classes, we would need to introduce—only in the IL—the ability to explicitly name instances on import statements. This capability, which would require a minor extension to GHC, would then allow us, when elaborating Y in the above example, to explicitly restrict the import of X to only include those instances that were visible in X’s signature.

**Type Synonyms and newtype** We could straightforwardly extend Backpack with both type synonyms and Haskell’s newtype mechanism for defining abstract data types. Both would be separate entities along with datatypes and values, with accompanying defined entity specs (dspe); because they are core entities, they would be imported, exported, and recorded in module types just like datatypes and values. However, for compatibility with GHC, neither would be declarable “abstractly” in signatures (i.e., by omitting the “right-hand sides”), unlike regular data types.

In the case of type synonyms, we would need to treat them as transparently equal to their defining types. To accomplish this, we would simply expand type synonyms as part of Backpack elaboration, ensuring that they never appeared in our semantic objects. In that case, we do not want the elaboration of Y to suddenly see that new instance, since it might break Y’s well-typedness, but there is no way a priori to prevent it.

To restore this invariant in the presence of type classes, we would need to introduce—only in the IL—the ability to explicitly name instances on import statements. This capability, which would require a minor extension to GHC, would then allow us, when elaborating Y in the above example, to explicitly restrict the import of X to only include those instances that were visible in X’s signature.

**Versioning** Lastly, while the support for versioning in Cabal (Haskell’s existing package management system) does not obviate interfaces and mixins, neither do interfaces and mixins obviate versioning. An important direction for future work is to investigate how best to integrate versioning into Backpack.
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